CoMSec
MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES
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HOW SAFE
IS YOUR
COMPANY?
There are two types of companies operating on the market. Those who have been
attacked and those who have not yet realized that they have been attacked. With
the development of new, advanced and more sophisticated methods of security
attacks, business environments are not able to keep track of the security trends in
the IT world. Due to this fact, more businesses are turning to IT companies that
specialize in security. COMBIS as a Managed Security Services Provider (MSSP) is a
reliable partner that provides the ultimate choice of unified security services! Our
mission is to simplify and speed up IT processes, and in doing this we improve your
productivity and reduce your costs.
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PEOPLE
TECHNOLOGY
PROCESSES
WE IN COMBIS ENSURE
THREE KEY ELEMENTS:

OUR
METHODOLOGY

PROFESSIONALS
Who have specialized knowledge and skills
from various areas of information security.

Your in-house team of experts can only analyse threats that
occur in the environment they are responsible for. On the other
hand, COMBIS's team of experts encounter a variety of threats
in multiple environments on a daily basis. Staying up to date with
current security threats, technological innovations and
complexity is our primary job.

TOP LEVEL TECHNOLOGY
Which can identify the most complex
security threats.

PROCESSES
Which we can adapt to all needs and requirements
within any working environment.
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WE OFFER
THE FOLLOWING SERVICES
INCIDENT SECURITY MANAGEMENT
INCIDENT MONITORING

DYNAMIC MALWARE ANALYSIS

Do you have a large number of security devices? You are not able to keep track of all
security events in the system in a timely manner? Do you have difficulty distinguishing
essential from non-essential incidents? Everything is so complex ...? Let us take over
control! By actively tracking events in the system, we can effectively distinguish key
events and promptly warn you about the incident and respond to it.

An email has been received with questionable content, a suspicious attachment, or an
internet link? The email itself can contain a malicious code that only needs one click to
endanger the whole company business. On request, you can ask for dynamic analysis of
questionable files, and in this way, confirm their correctness before activating them on a
company's computer.

INCIDENT RESPONSE

MANUAL MALWARE ANALYSIS

Recording the incident is just the beginning of the fight against malicious events. Detailed
analysis and linking of events from multiple sources, can determine the real cause of the
problem more accurately. With clear recommendations and quick actions, we prevent
further spreading of system threats.

Would you like to know the context of the attack? Manual analysis of questionable files is
a step further after dynamic analysis. Often during manual analysis, we have a detailed
insight into the path and specificity of the malicious code. From this we can understand
its purpose and thus pro-actively adjust our security system to increase efficiency.

SYSTEM TUNING

SUMMARY REPORTING

Does the system generate many alarms? Does not work as expected? You have assessed
that the technology you are using is not fully utilized? Every system is dynamic and
changes are always necessary to achieve a satisfactory level of efficiency. With constant
improvements, we can make better use of the security components.
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Reporting is extremely important. Combination of graphic, table and text elements of data
must be presented to everyone in a clear, insightful and readable manner. It's important
that the report contains key information, which, with minimal time consumption, provides
a high quality insight in the history of security events in the system.

CONSULTING

Planning the development and growth of an infrastructure is a key element for improving business.
Our consulting services will help you to define integration of the desired system, to make the best
choice of methodology, have better processes and use the best technology.
WE GUIDE YOU TO SMARTER AND METHODICAL
INVESTMENTS INTO YOUR INFRASTRUCTURE.

WE PROVIDE A BROADER SCOPE OF POTENTIAL
PROBLEMS, NOT JUST AN INSIGHT INTO A PARTICULAR
MOMENT IN TIME.

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT
VULNERABILITY SCANNING
Vulnerability scanning with top-level tools includes analysis of results, consultancy, and recommendations for removing detected risk factors.
Scans are most often periodic and meet the required security standards, but in a reactive, not in a proactive manner.

VULNERABILITY AND EXPLOIT TRACKING
As an upgrade to classical scanning vulnerability, you no longer have to wait for periodic scanning of vulnerabilities to detect new security
failures. On a daily basis, we actively track any occurrence of new security vulnerabilities and associated exploits in your system. We create
an emergency patching plan, eliminate and then confirm effectively removed vulnerability through security tests.

PENETRATION TESTING
Penetration tests also include the human factor in the analysis. By combining manual and automated methods we can provide better
insight into the current level of security through a detailed inventory report. Each penetration test includes a re-test after corrections,
with the aim of determining the effectiveness of all corrections applied. We perform the penetration tests using recognized methodologies
such as OWASP, ISSAF and others.
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YOU ARE AWARE OF THE EXPLOIT
IMMEDIATELY, NO NEED TO WAIT
FOR PERIODIC SCANS.
PENETRATION TESTING AS NEEDED
AND IMMEDIATELY AFTER SYSTEM
CHANGES.
MANUAL ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL
VULNERABILITY GIVES ADDITIONAL
DIMENSION AND INSIGHT INTO THE
SYSTEM STATUS. AUTOMATIZED TOOLS
FOR DETECTION VULNERABILITY DON’T
HAVE THE ATTACKERS IMAGINATION.

COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT
SIEM TUNING
Experience tells us that SIEM demands continual improvements. Often, in shortage of time, this extremely
important element is not used to its full potential. By proper integration and analysis of customer’s needs, we can
define complex demands of the environment and tune system to work smartly.

CONFIGURATION REVISION AND HARDENING
By reviewing configuration settings on operating platforms, databases, various services, and network devices,
we can detect shortcomings, suggest possible scenarios for additional adjustments, create appropriate reports, and
suggest improvements to the system. Revision and corrections are done to align with the required security standards,
but also for improvement of prevention measures.

AUDIT PREPARATION
Preparing for audits can often be time-consuming and demanding; specific reports, proper data management,
adequately executed processes, and other. Consult with us and take advantage of our knowledge and
experience to make your audit preparation systematic, thorough and comprehensive.
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OPTIMIZATION AND CONTINUAL SIEM TUNING,
SEIZING FUNCTIONALITIES TO MAXIMUM.
DETAILED INSIGHT INTO ALL SYSTEM’S ACTIVITIES.
THOROUGH AUDIT PREPARATION.
WE OFFER MORE THAN JUST A "REVISION CHECK".

KEY
BUSINESS
ADVANTAGES

REDUCED SECURITY RISK
By applying cutting-edge technology and exploiting all resources to the maximum, we increase the
efficiency of security threat detection. We have know-how, and that's exactly the most important link in
the chain of security.

FOCUS ON BUSINESS
By engaging COMBIS as your MSS Provider, you can focus on your core business and let us worry about
everything else!

CONTINUOUS SUPERVISION
By continuous monitoring, we can identify and resolve incidents immediately, keeping time for reaction
and resolution to a minimum.

REDUCED COSTS
Keeping up to date with trends means constantly investing in expert education and expensive technology
solutions, which creates additional costs. With COMBIS, top-level knowledge and technology are always
at your disposal!

WHO ARE
THESE SERVICES
INTENDED FOR?
Every serious company is aware of the importance of protecting their business systems.
Our services are intended for business entities and organizations of all sizes, with
multiple benefits! COMBIS services ensure superior protection at optimal cost!
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OUR TEAM IS YOUR TEAM
As an upgrade to your team, we establish quality
communication, so we can function as one. Take advantage of
the large number of our experts and consider our team yours.

ACTIVE MONITORING OF DANGERS

WHY
COMBIS?

We are continually monitoring safety related events. We can
warn you about potential dangers extremely quickly, and identify
negative trends we detect not only in your organization, but with
other customers. All with the aim of timely prevention and
top-level protection!

ONGOING INVESTMENT
COMBIS continually invests in its employees through professional
trainings, seminars and education. We have an enviable collection of
recognized industrial certificates in the field of IT security: CISSP, CCIE
Security, OSCE, GMON, GREM, GSNA and many others.

ISO CERTIFIED
COMBIS is certified with norm ISO 27001 that guarantees we
manage data responsibly.

YOUR BUSINESS IS SAFE
WITH US! CONTACT US
WITH CONFIDENCE AND TRUST!
For more information on security management services
Please feel free to contact us at:
T: +385 1 3651 222, E: security@combis.eu
www.combis.eu

